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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Secure access through VPN

Secure connection via network or internet or via modem-line with VPN? 
 The TeleRouter fulfills all of these requirements. It contains an engine for VPN,
regardless of whether a server or a client is required. Configuration of the VPN-engine
and the device in general via the integrated web-server.
 A corresponding VPN-client for Windows can be downloaded free of charge as an
installation-script from the download-page.

Watching of S5-PLC’s via LAN without Ethernet-CP

Your panel only has a LAN-socket as PLC-interface, no problem. Connect this socket
with the S5-LAN++ and plug it directly on the PD-interface of the PLC. Then access to
the variables and data of the PLC is already available.



Sinec-L1-bus without master (CP530)

You have a running Sinec-L1-bus and your master the CP530 is defective or rather broke
down and the bus has to continue running? No problem, connect the L1-controller to the
according bus-modules instead of the CP530, define the circulation list of the clients and
the L1-bus continues running immediately.

Backup of formulas without  knowledge of PLC

You consistently have to back up formulas which are stored in data blocks or back up
production protocols, but the employee in charge has no knowledge of PLC-programming
respectively handling PC-programs? No problem, install the PG-2000-software with
"option DB-backup" on your PC and connect it with the PLC. The employee only has to
click on a symbol on the desktop of the PC and the data blocks of the parameterised PLC
will be stored on the fixed disc. Afterwards the program closes itself and the mentioned
employee didn't had to accomplish an intervention on the program.



Access to MPI/Profibus without power supply

PLC-access in the production-system to "passive assemblies" such as frequency-converter
or ET200 or on a bus-connector without PLC, not actually possible without 24V DC for
the interface product.
 MPI-USB-cables 3m or 5m are supplied from the USB-interface of the PC and therefore
do not require 24V DC from the connected participant. In addition, communication can
also take place on the Profibus of a VIPA-PLC (no 24V DC).

Remote maintenance of centralized PLC-devices

You have many PLC and you want to programm them central on one place? No problem,
you have to connect them all to the KOR/MUX-Tele-Switch, connect it with the TP-II and
after telephone connect you will be able with the PD-bus-selection of your Step5-software
to go ONLINE. Of course the MOR/MUX-Tele-Switch is cascadable, so you can connect
up to 30 PLCs to the devices.


